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Abstract

Digital citizenship is described as the conscientious use of technology by some who interacts with society at various levels such as social, financial, political, and governmental etc., by using computers, internet, and the digital devices. The Digital citizens practice the safe, respectful, and lawful use of technology by understanding the rights and responsibilities when he/she is online. This research helps the faculties to understand what they should be aware of while using digital technologies. This paper is mainly addressing three important factors that affect digital citizenship among colleges and universities faculties, i.e., 1. Internet knowledge, 2 Attitudes towards internet and 3. Computer self-efficacy. The qualitative research approach was adopted, where the objects are one hundred and fifteen universities and colleges professors from the south Indian region. The result of this research reveals that faculties’ digital citizenship is roughly at a good level. Apart from this, computer literacy and computer experience may not be affecting the digital citizenship among universities and college faculties. Faculties who have studied and
got training in computer-related courses and having valid credential like and prefer to engage in self-education and online events. The Internet attitude and self-efficacy of computers have driven a higher degree of global citizenship. Finally, for the faculty of universities/colleges, different suggestions were made to develop digital citizenship.
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1. Introduction
This study focuses mainly on identifying the role of “Digital Citizenship” and the factors affecting "Digital Citizenship" among universities/colleges’ faculties (teachers, lecturers/professors) in the south Indian region. A. Isman and Gungoren. O.C (2014), stated that the Digital Citizenship is described as effective use of technologies to interact in society at any level by one who uses digital devices, computers, and internet. The topic of Digital Citizenship is important for everyone and especially for the faculties of higher educational institutions. Presently, universities and colleges are becoming more dependent on the technologies such as internet and computers for their day-to-day operations and, faculties use the Internet, computers and other technologies and technological devices daily in all their lectures and other job-related activities (J.Q. Zou & F. Yu. 2017). The Economic Times, a daily newspaper in India, reported that India reaches 706 million internet users in the year 2019 and the internet penetration rate is 51.71%. Internet indeed has positive and negative consequences for the faculties of the higher educational institutions (Y. Wang. 2016). Analysis of factors affecting digital citizenship will help the enhancement of the emotional health of college faculties, and therefore will strengthen the peace and prosperity of the digital realm. Even though more research was focused on digital citizenship in recent times, and overseas work on digital citizenship is larger than internal work. They emphasized on the significance and propagation of digital citizenship, however, and very few analyses worked on the faculties of college and the factors influencing digital citizenship (S. Wangpipatwong, W. Chutimaskul, & B. Papasratorn (2008). Therefore, this article primarily focuses on the shaping factors of the digital citizenship of college faculties in the South Indian region. In Al-Zahrani’s view, Internet Knowledge, attitudes of faculties towards internet and computer self-efficacy determine the digital citizenship of faculties significantly. The subsequent observations were suggested for undertaking observational research: (H1) Internet knowledge
has a major impact on the digital citizenship of college faculties. (H2) The attitudes of faculties towards the internet have a huge impact on the digital citizenship of college faculties. (H3) Computer self-efficacy has a massive effect on the digital citizenship of college faculties.

2. Literature Review

Review of related literature is an important step in undertaking research. Here, an endeavour has been made to provide an overview of various aspects of this study through the review of existing literature. The sources referred include various journals, working papers, reports, internet sites etc.

2.1 Digital Citizenship & Digital Citizen

The concept of citizenship can apply to all those people who are the citizens of the country/ countries and have their nationality. M. Ribble (2008), mentioned in his research that, the concept of Digital citizenship derives from the technological environment and its advancement and development which is happening with rapid speed in the last two decades. Each of us plays the role of a digital citizen, because of the rapid growth of emerging technologies (H. Yang, J. Xu, and X.D. Zheng, 2016). A strong assumption has not yet been developed regarding the value of digital citizen at home and abroad, many of the influential interpretations that professional scholars have taken forth. For reference, Ribble (2010) recommended that digital people should have certain qualities such as knowing individual, economic, and social concerns related to technology. Besides that, practicing lawful and responsible activity, promoting, and practicing the healthy, reasonable, and conscientious use of knowledge and technology.

Isman. A & Gungoren O.C (2014), in their research article, stated that the use of technology to promote collaboration, research and development has a positive perspective, reflecting individual responsibility for productive learning. M. Searson, M. Hancock, N. Soheil, and G. Shepherd (2015); R. Hollandsworth, L. Dowdy, and J. Donovan, (2011); M.S. Ribble, G.D. Bailey, and T.W. Ross, (2004) the basic logic group explained that digital citizenship offers the opportunity to make appropriate use of technology to access and appreciate digital information and to determine its credibility to create, research and engage with related content to make safe, reasonable decision-making decisions online. S.L. Qian and Y.Q. Dong (2015); D.G. Li (2012); A. Aviram and Y. Eshet-Alkalai (2006) agreed that the new internet technologies
(such as tablets, notebooks, PCs, smartphones, and other tools) can be used by digital individuals to engage in social interactions easily, peacefully, and securely.

2.2 Digital Citizenship and Literacy

The definition related to digital literacy and citizenship proposed by the scholar (Mark Ribble) is shown below in three parts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Self- Regard &amp; Respect for other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Etiquette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Norms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Enlighten yourself/ unite yourself with others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Commerce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Guard yourself and others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Rights &amp; Responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Health &amp; Wellness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H.D. Hu, (2012); M. Ribble, (2010); M. Ribble (2011) mentioned that in the age of digitalization, survival has become difficult and doubtful. Apart from the computer literacy, the internet literacy and knowledge literary, the digital literacy is another modern achievement. The rise of global people in the global culture of the 21st century, digital citizenship is emerging as a very important and essential phenomenon. While there is a distinct sense of digital knowledge and digital citizenship. Many researchers and scholar have studied the concept of digital literacy. The definitions of Israel’s concept of digital literacy by Yoram Eshet-Alkalai are the most known. To describe digital citizenship, Ribble has divided digital citizenship into three areas: Respect,
Educate and Defend (REPs) A. Al-Zahrani, 2015; H.K. Sam, A.E.A. Othman, and Z.S. Nordin, (2005). Each concept has three foundational aspects that describe suitable action in a digital environment.

The definition indicates that there will be variation and inequalities between digital knowledge and digital citizenship. Commonalities include the usage of information technology in the emerging environment. The use of technology by developing communities depends on digital literacy, Digital management for public activities and the application of digital technologies. K.D. Zhong and Y.H. Liu (2007) stated that digital citizenship is more citizen-based, and these moral values and ethics must be met by so-called members of society. More exposure to the related liberties and responsibilities of people in a democratic society is paid to digital citizenship. C.C. Tsai, S.S. Lin, and M.J. Tsai (2001). Focusing on the above-mentioned meaning and connection, the author argues that digital citizenship in the moral standard and guideline for people to participate in leisure activities in the digital world (involving contact, shopping and working etc.) through the use of digital technologies (M.S. Ribble and G.D. Bailey, 2004).

3. **Objective**

The Objectives refer to the questions to be answered through the research. They indicate what the researcher trying to get from the research. The broad objective of this study is as follows:

- To explore and assess how factors such as internet knowledge, internet attitudes, self-efficacy of computers, etc., influence the university and college faculties’ digital citizenship in the South Indian region.

4. **Methodology**

The research methodology is a systematic way of solving a problem. It comprises the procedures followed by researchers to define the study and interpretation of a phenomenon.

4.1 **Sampling**

Researchers have participated in the higher education conference to gather data from respondents (faculties) from universities and colleges of the South Indian region for this study. A structured questionnaire was distributed among 150 faculties who have gathered in an
academic conference. The whole of 95.8 % (n=120) obtained full answers, and all unfinished questionnaires were retrieved by the data review. The questionnaire survey also established the attitude of the university faculties towards the internet, computer self-efficacy and digital citizenship, for the faculties’ private information interpretation and internet knowledge awareness. To prevent the over-focus of chosen samples affecting the study outcome, random sampling was performed.

4.2 Questionnaire Design

The methodology of this research is based on the qualitative approach of previous studies. Such as Ribble, Bailey & Ross, 2004; Ribble & Baily, 2004a; Ribble & Bailey, 2004b; Ribble &Bailey, 2004c; Ribble & Bailey, 2005; Ribble & Bailey, 2007. This study covers three parts:

- Individual’s Personal Data
- Computer experience, the internet attitude, and the self-efficacy of computers.
- Digital citizenship.

A Likert scale of five points (from strongly agree to strongly disagree) has been applied to describe the results of the faculties apart from the first part. The first part was aimed at collecting respondents’ data. The second segment is used to gather the impression of the participants regarding potential causes that may influence the digital citizenship of the faculties. It obtained statistics on the computer experience of faculties, the average daily use of computers and computer qualifications (computing knowledge and experience). These also explored two attitudes linked to technology, the attitude of the faculties towards internet and computer self-efficacy.

The method applied for internet attitudes is an improved form of Sam et al., which initially introduced the computer attitude scale and was tested by Nickell and Pinto (R. Martin, 1991; M. Shelley, L. Thrane, S. Shulman, E. Lang, S. Beisser, T. Larson, and J. Mutiti, 2004). Abdulrahman Al-Zahrani’s created the computer self-efficacy scale, which comprises of 18 objects. In the third part, the Digital Citizenship Scale (DCS) was explicitly developed by Al-Zahrani’s focusing on Ribble’s assumptions. (G.S. Nickell and J.N. Pinto, 1986; K. Facer, R. Sutherland, R. Furlong, and J. Furlong, 2001).
4.3 Data Collection & Analysis

Academics and higher education conferences are gatherings in which academician, researcher, faculties from higher educational institutions often gather to meet to discuss developments and changes relevant to their subjects and the area of specialization. Researchers have received authorization and approval from the organizers of the conference to gather data and organizers are supported to receive consent for the data collection from the faculties. Responses were obtained during a break time via paper-format questionnaire. Responses for the data collection were first put into SPSS. Variance analysis (ANOVA) experiments were conducted to determine if the three conclusions were fair.

5 Result and Discussions

Data analysis is of the process of research that brings order, a structure and meaning to the data gathered by using primary data instrument - questionnaire. The data analysis is carried out to get usable and useful information through the analysis of data by using various descriptive and inferential statistical tools like Mean analysis and ANOVA etc.

5.1 Faculties Response

As illustrated in table 1. It can be found that the faculties rated the minimum on all the SR / TO scales. In terms of participation in the digital world, the faculties showed more adequate digital citizenship attitudes, and the average mean for faculty digital citizenship is 4.18, which indicates high rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/ Category</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self Retard &amp; Tribute to Other: SR/TO</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enright yourself and Unit with other EY/UO</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard yourself &amp; Guard other GY/GO</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Citizenship Scale: DCS</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Computer Experience on Faculties’ Digital Citizenship

As table 2 data indicates, computer experience seems to have no massive effect on the digital citizenship of faculties, so it indicates that H1 is not correct. Moreover, the digital citizenship of professor on the EY/ UO level is correlated with the computer qualifications,
faculties suggesting that computer qualifications, professors are more likely to learn themselves and cooperate with others. While those taking computer courses have been identified as having a more favourable and less extreme reaction to computer M.J. Tsai (1999), it has little impact on the digital citizenship of faculties.

### Table 2: Faculties Response to Computer Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Years of Using Computers</th>
<th>Daily Average Computer Use</th>
<th>Computer Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR/TO</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>1.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EY/UO</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>0.095*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY/GO</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>1.483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3 Internet Attitude and Its Influence on Faculties’ Digital Citizenship

To study the impact of the internet attitude on the digital citizenship of the professors, the ANOVA method was applied. Table 3 shows that the professors’ internet attitude has a major effect on the faculty’s digital citizenship, so it indicates that H2 (The attitudes of faculties towards internet have a huge impact on the digital citizenship of college faculties) is correct. Nevertheless, the internet mindset has no impact on the GY/GO measures of the professors’ digital citizenship.

### Table 3: Faculties Response to Internet Attitude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR/TO</td>
<td>7.904</td>
<td>0.034**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EY/UO</td>
<td>7.932</td>
<td>0.056**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY/GO</td>
<td>3.520</td>
<td>1.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCS</td>
<td>7.405</td>
<td>0.067**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results have shown that mindsets toward technology have a direct influence on digital citizenship. The findings can be clarified in the mailbox that the faculty’s attitudes towards the internet can influence their enthusiasm and interest in understanding to use the internet. Moreover, earlier fiction suggested that computer faculty attitudes interact through their presentation through the use and practice of computers and the use of internet technology.

### 5.4 Computer Self-efficacy & Its Influence on Professors

It is concluded that faculties with greater computer self-efficacy have a higher degree of digital citizenship, as the date in table four indicate, that computer self-efficacy has a substantial effect on the digital citizenship of faculties (H3 is correct).
Table 4: Faculties Response on Self-Efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR/TO</td>
<td>8.904</td>
<td>0.011**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EY/UO</td>
<td>8.932</td>
<td>0.034**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY/GO</td>
<td>3.520</td>
<td>0.101**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCS</td>
<td>8.405</td>
<td>0.056**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The outcome is consistent with Professor Al-Zahrani’s argument that digital citizenship is exponentially linked to computer self-efficacy among the faculty. He concluded in his review of Zhong Keding that there was a considerable effect on the computer application of the faculty, whether it was senior or basic computer self-efficacy. Also, Chutimaskul may affirm that citizens' machine self-efficacy has enriched citizens’ continued intent for using e-Government websites. It also found that faculties with sufficient self-efficacy of the Internet are far more likely to see the Internet as a functional technology tool.

6. Suggestions & Conclusion

The study findings give many solid insights into a proposal for the development of faculties digital citizenship. From the findings, it has been observed that the faculties were found to have approximately higher levels of digital citizenship and assumed internet attitude, but their computer self-efficacy is at a moderation level. Furthermore, computer experience does not affect the degree of faculty digital citizenship, but internet attitudes and computer self-efficacy have a significant impact on faculties digital citizenship. Also, higher levels of self-efficacy on computers are associated with higher rates of digital citizenship. Authors have proposed the following suggestion to promote the digital citizenship of faculty based on the findings of the study.

- Irresponsible and harmful use of the internet is increasing fast, so the faculties need to make good use of IT to equip themselves with skills and understanding to use new technologies to perform their task and achieving tasks responsibly.
- Universities and colleges can also actively encourage the notion of digital citizenship among students and faculties regularly. Regular promotion and awareness to become a digital citizen are important for those faculties and student with a lower attitude towards digital citizenship. While it will take a long time, it will also be helpful for faculties and
students to build knowledge that will help them learn how to handle the growing technical environment. Being a digital citizen supports faculties to understand technologies critically and developing a positive attitude towards it. (P.A. Houle, 1996).

- This research aimed to identify how much the factors such as computer experience, internet attitude and self-efficacy of computers etc., affecting digital citizenship among faculties. It is because digital citizenship is one of the ways of benefiting with technological progress in all aspect of life.

- Faculties should understand that for becoming a successful citizen of digital society it is essential to develop the understanding of new technologies and its skills to use them responsibly.

- Technologies tend to break the norms and rules which may fetch unpredictable outcome for both faculties and student community. For example, this has become very common especially because of the covid-19 pandemic situation for the faculties to have online communication with their students. This may sometime result in where some parties (either faculties or students) forget the principle or neglect the rules and norms of digital society. So it is essential on the part of faculties, that they should play a role of digital citizen and should be a role model for his student community because it is important to show responsible behaviour in the digital world.

   It is impossible to envision a life without technology today, faculties need to show technologically responsible conduct, but they should advise their students that technology should be used and handled carefully. The analysis of collected data helped the researchers to realize that the faculties of South Indian colleges and universities display a good knowledge and understanding of digital citizenship. Furthermore, faculty should not disregard the already defined norms and should continue to display more responsible conduct against other new technology users without forgetting their principles. Similarly, as suggested by R.J. Coffin and P.D. Mac Intyre (1999) faculties should also know the responsible way of using information they have and also know how best to use the available materials ethically without being a threat to others in a digital world. It is the fact that the digital world is complex, and people have the right to be protected and attempts to be free from illegal search and the possibility to avoid security threat. Additionally, it is also the responsibility of faculties to protect their students against its negative effect.
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